million per year in the United States alone [69, 67] . One study suggests that frequent falls in an 133 individual with PD can be used as a marker to predict life expectancy [70] . 134
The majority of falls in this population occur in the home and have intrinsic causes (i.e. 135 disease processes such as postural instability, freezing, loss of concentration, etc.) as opposed 136 to extrinsic causes (i.e. a wet floor, obstacle, etc.) [60, 64, 65] . Falls often occur during transfers, 137 when bending or reaching, while walking especially in dual task situations, and during turning as 138 well as due to freezing and tripping/accidental causes [7, 60, 64, 65] . It is interesting to note that 139 2/3 of individuals who fell said their signs and symptoms were under control when they fell [60] . 140
Many studies have compared individuals with PD who fall and those who do not fall. 
Therapeutic Approaches to Management of Gait and Balance in Parkinson Disease 152

Pharmacological Treatment 153
Levodopa (L-DOPA) is often the drug of choice in the pharmacologic management of 154 motor symptoms in PD as it replaces endogenous dopamine which is reduced in individuals with 155 PD [74] . Bradykinesia and rigidity often respond well to treatment with L-DOPA, while there is 156 increased variability in response with respect to tremor [75] . The introduction of L-DOPA also 157 has proven to be beneficial in improving gait disturbances. Several gait parameters arenegatively influenced by withdrawal of L-DOPA therapy [26] . The parameters most consistently 159 impacted when patients are off L-DOPA are stride length and speed [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] . Additional features 160 noted in individuals off L-DOPA include decreased arm swing and reduced trunk rotation, 161 decreased ground reaction forces and reduced range of motion at the knee [ 
Physical Rehabilitation 253
Treadmill Training 254
Recently, the effects of treadmill training (TT) on gait parameters, balance, quality of life 255 cueing can increase push off and improve gait initiation, and it has been shown to be most 307 effective at increasing stride length [22, 138] Teaching individuals to sing in their heads while performing activities has been shown to 326 improve gait and turning in individuals with mild to moderate PD [150] . 327
Dual task walking seems to benefit more from cueing than single task walking in 328 individuals with mild to moderate PD. In theory, the cueing allows an individual to decrease the 329 amount of attention necessary for gait, freeing up more attention for the secondary task [139, 330
143]. 331
Recent studies have shown short-term carry over after training, though it is believed that 332 the cue must continue to be present to be effective long-term. Training with auditory cues for 333 eight weeks, three times a week while increasing the tempo allowed a plateau in progress to be 334 met, with a benefit in gait parameters (stride length, velocity, and cadence) being sustained six 335 weeks later [151] . Other studies of shorter cue-training duration have shown shorter carryover in 336 turning, dual task benefits, and fear of falling [142, 143] . 337
Long-term delivery of cues may be accomplished via specialized assistive devices [152] . 338
Assistive devices such as canes and walkers are frequently prescribed for people with PD and 339 can be modified to include a laser that projects lines on the floor that serve as visual cues to 340 facilitate gait. Other devices may offer additional postural support beyond that offered by 341 traditional devices [153] . Limited studies have been conducted to date to determine which 342 assistive devices are optimal, but some guidance is available in the literature [154, 155] . 
Flexibility Exercises 396
Since rigidity is known to be one of the cardinal symptoms of PD, stretching is often 397 recommended to be included in a rehabilitation program for this population [167, 170, 149] . 
Alternative Exercise Programs 433
Alternative modes of exercise such as dance and Tai Chi have also been shown to be 434 effective for improving balance and gait function in individuals with PD. Dance may be ideally 435 suited to those with PD, as it is a social activity that is inherently motivating [184] . Dance is also 436 performed to music which can provide an external cue to facilitate movement. In addition, 437 dance involves the teaching and practice of specific movement strategies and incorporates 438 dynamic balance challenges. Dance can also result in improved cardiovascular function, a 439 testament to the fact that, if done with sufficient intensity, dance is an excellent form of aerobic 440 exercise [185, 186] . Several studies have reported significant improvements in balance, six 441 minute walk distance, and gait velocity in groups with PD who participated in Argentine tango or 442 waltz/foxtrot classes [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] . For a comprehensive review of the literature regarding danceand PD please see Earhart [192] . For recommendations on implementing dance classes for 444 individuals with PD see Hackney & Earhart [193] . 445
Tai Chi is another alternative exercise approach that has been examined in several 446 studies with mixed results (for review see 194) . Two studies have specifically reported balance 447 outcomes, and both noted reduced falls or improved balance [195, 196] . Many of the Tai Chi 448 studies are limited by a small sample size and some also lack a control group. It is also unclear 449
whether Tai Chi is superior to traditional exercise, as one study found no differences between a 450 conventional exercise group and a Tai Chi group [197] . addressed by any approach. Another area of challenge is that of motor complications, i.e. 488 dyskinesias and wearing off phenomena, that arise after long-term treatment with levodopa. In 489 addition to the lack of effective treatments and the presence of treatment side effects, there is 490 also challenge related to a lack of medical professionals with the specialized training and 491 knowledge necessary to deliver the most up to date and evidence-based care for people with 492
PD. 493
Future directions for the field of gait and balance management in PD are many and will 494 likely include a shift from monodisciplinary care, where the focus has been on treating thesymptoms, to a multidisciplinary approach that is patient-centered and focuses not only on 496 symptoms and impairments but also emphasizes quality of life. Future work is needed to 497 develop new medications, advance the targeting and application of DBS, and implement more 498 uniform and informed approaches to physical rehabilitation using evidence-based guidelines. 499
Several studies are currently underway that will provide new evidence regarding the 500 effectiveness of exercise-based approaches in the management of PD and should serve to 501 inform future care models for individuals with PD. 
